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National Geographic's Classic style political map of France, Belgium, and The Netherlands features

clearly defined international boundaries, thousands of place names, waterbodies, airports, major

highways and roads, national parks, and much more. Also shown are the region's updated

infrastructures, including major oil fields and pipelines; high-speed passenger railway lines; canals;

and ferry routes. The tasteful color palette, shaded relief, and bathymetric data make this map as

attractive as it is functional. Luxembourg and portions of the United Kingdom, Germany,

Switzerland, Spain, and Italy are shown as well.The map is encapsulated in heavy-duty 1.6 mil

laminate which makes the paper much more durable and resistant to the swelling and shrinking

caused by changes in humidity. Laminated maps can be framed without the need for glass, so the

fames can be much lighter and less expensive. Map Scale = 1:1,955,000Sheet Size = 23.5" x

30.25"
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Founded in 1915 as the Cartographic Group, the first division of National Geographic, National

Geographic Maps has been responsible for illustrating the world around us through the art and

science of mapmaking.Today, National Geographic Maps continues this mission by creating the

world's best wall maps, recreation maps, atlases, and globes which inspire people to care about and

explore their world.



Great map of France. It has many of the smaller cities and towns on it that we visited last year.

Perfectly detailed!

If you like this style of map , then this is a particularly fine example of the cartographers art.Not only

is it well framed giving an excellent placement of France within its geographical context; the

bordering countries are equally well detailed. Some maps whether by geographical providence

orpoor scaling are awash in ocean bleu. Here, not only do you get the countries in the title but also

Wales Luxembourg, Andora,nearly all of England, and Switzerland, as well as a fine introduction to

Spain, Italy and Germany. Magnifique!!

It was difficult for me to find a map that wasn't too detailed or too uninformative. This was perfect for

class and for using at a culture fair at our senior center. We pinned it to the wall behind our display.

Worked great.

The map itself is what I expected and would recommend it. I'm giving three stars because

....although it came I a tube, the map was not in very good shape before it was put into the tube. I

kept it anyway as it was needed immediately and I didn't have time for an exchange.

It suites the purpose but is not easy to read. Helpful for planning but you really need additional maps

for serious trip planning other than tours.

really great, very detailed, I am using it for a family tree. Not all the tiny towns are there but pretty

much every place that can hold a letter has a name!

I also bought the Germany Classic poster and I really love these. Very detailed and clear and look

great on my wall. Will continue to buy these as I visit the countries.
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